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George Pragnell 

"Watch Out"

Enter this precious world of exquisite jewelery and fine Swiss watches at

George Pragnell and you will be offered a private consultation with one of

its staff. Here you will find an understated display of the finest antique and

modern jewelery imaginable. As you would expect, Pragnells are

registered valuers. In addition, they are specialists in jewelery and silver

restoration and in the servicing of clocks and watches. They also accept

commissions for one-off pieces. Names found here include the famous

Gucci, Rolex, Omega, Patek Philippe and Bvlgari.

 +44 1789 26 7072  www.pragnell.co.uk/pragnell-house/

stratford-upon-avon-showroom

 5 & 6 Wood Street, Stratford-upon-

Avon

 by dungodung   

Vinegar Hill 

"Gifts and Gift Wrapping"

Vinegar Hill is a delightful gift shop which leads on to a coffee shop and

then on to a sandwich shop. All offer items of exquisite taste! The gift

shop specializes in hand made wrapping paper and cards, ribbons, bows

and a range of candles and small picture frames. It also features a

selection of unique gifts including East European blue and white ceramics

and a great collection of handcrafted wooden toys.

 +44 1789 41 5191  11 Meer Street, Stratford-upon-Avon

 by sferrario1968   

Aspire Style 

"Shopper's heaven"

Aspire Style is one of the trendiest boutiques in Warwick and a favorite

stop for shopaholics. Hundreds of brands of clothing like Louche, Chi Chi,

Yumi, Nica, Paper Dolls are available at this stylish store. Their specialty is

vintage-inspired clothing, accessories and jewelry. It's a paradise for

stylish women wanting fashionable clothes and accessories. Not to

mention that the collections here keep on changing, giving the shoppers

variety in selection. You can also buy Aspire Style products online, if you

are too busy to visit it personally.

 +44 1926 41 1412  www.aspirestyle.co.uk/  shop@aspirestyle.co.uk  30 Smith Street, Warwick
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